HOOVER

SPACE SAVER
The largest
wash capacity
in just 40 cm

SPACE SAVER

big on the inside,
small on the outside

the range of slim depth space saver washing machines and
washer dryers with hoover advanced drum technology
facilitate a narrower depth design than a standard
machine. easily accommodating up to a 7kg family sized
wash load, they are the perfect choice for small
kitchens and utility rooms. Small on the outside and big
on the inside, these space saver machines can be installed
in tight spaces and cupboards, or provide a flush finish
with kitchen unit’s.

THE DRUM
The 50 litre drum (larger, but narrower compared to previous
models) allows laundry to move freely
and so increases water and detergent
penetration for a more effective
wash. The drum features smaller
and more numerous holes for
a higher water pressure wash,
while curved paddles help
increase the level of agitation
inside the drum for a brighter
cleaner wash.

A 40 cm deep 7 or 6kg washing
machine that offers an A+
energy rating which delivers
a further 10% energy saving
compared to normal A rated
washing machines

PROGRAMMES
Hoover space saving washing machines have special cycles to suit the needs
of all families whether they are large or small. It’s 29 and 44 minute rapid
wash programmes are perfect for smaller loads when you’re in a real hurry
and deliver exceptional cleaning results even at low temperatures.

INTELLIGENT WASH SYSTEM
Incorporated into all Space Saver washing machines and washer
dryers, the intelligent wash system uses highly advanced electronic
controls to constantly monitor and adjust the wash process,
resulting in optimum performance throughout the cycle. This system
ensures that:
•
•
•
•
•

a constant temperature is maintained for better cleaning
the spin process removes more water for quicker drying
the drum revolves at exactly the right speed for better distribution
the water level matches the type of fabric and size of load
detergent is directed to the heart of the wash

Space Saver Range

OPHS 712DF

OPHS 612

WDYNS 654D

7 Kg

6 Kg

6 Kg wash + 5 Kg dry

up to 1200 rpm

up to 1200 rpm

up to 1400 rpm

55

45

45

Energy consumption (kWh / cycle - wash)

1.02

1.02

1.14

Classes (energy/wash/spin)

A+AB

A+AB

BAA

Countdown Digital Display

LED wash phase indicator

Time manager display with KG mode

Yes

Yes

Yes

0-9 hrs

0-9 hrs

0-23 hrs

Variable spin

Yes

Yes

Yes

Rapid wash

29-44 minutes

29-44 minutes

14 minutes / 59 minutes wash + dry

-

-

Yes

Sport, 59’ in class A

Sport, 59’ in class A

Sport, 59’ in class A

Yes

Yes

Yes

850x600x400

850x600x400

850x600x440

MODEL
Maximum loading capacity
Maximum spinning speed
Water consumption (Litres - wash)

Display
Intelligent washing system
Delay start

3 Levels of sensor drying
Special cycles
Sensitive care button
Size HxWxD (mm)

Optima Slim 7

Hoover Candy MDA Division, New Chester Road, Bromborough, Wirral, CH62 3PE - www.hoover.co.uk
All Hoover appliances come with a free 5 year’s parts guarantee. What’s more the comprehensive Hoover After Sales Service Promise covers every eventuality.
So, in the unlikely event of a fault occuring there’s no need to worry – we take care of everything.

Optima Slim 6

Dynamic 6+5

